• **Freeze for Fuji is today (Oct 23rd) as of midnight PDT.**

• There is still an issue with security related docker and black box tests. Michael Estrin is on point with regard to this issue. Until it is resolved, no branching will occur for Fuji. If it is not resolved by end of week, we need to huddle to determine what actions to take next with regard to release schedule.

• Some device service / SDK work is ongoing and will not complete by Fuji (camera, REST, OPCUA, BLE devices services). A late November or mid-December release of the SDK and device services is anticipated per Iain Anderson (WG lead). Note: DS/SDK do have authority to do minor dot releases outside of major releases.

• Robin is working with Swaggerhub to pull in new feature that will allow Swagger docs to be updated in Swaggerhub from GitHub on updates. Feature should be available now.

• James is working with LF on potential use of CommunityBridge (Advanced Snyk Rporting) which would save the community from having to expend our own resources to get this service.

• **Please take the Vertical Solutions WG survey as soon as possible.** The information collected will be valuable for the F2F meeting. [https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LGSGFGV](https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LGSGFGV)

• Lisa and Jim will be working with the community to close out or move any Fuji Issues in Github. If you have an issue with the Fuji label, work to determine its status with the close out of Fuji dev cycle.

• The **schedule for the F2F meeting in Phoenix has been finalized.** Decision was made to move business topics to front part of the open meetings (day 2 of 4 for the event). The training / business day is now dedicated to all business. See [https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/4+Nov+-+7+Nov+2019%3A+Phoenix+Technical+Meeting](https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/4+Nov+-+7+Nov+2019%3A+Phoenix+Technical+Meeting) for the meeting details and schedule (to include the architect topics and Geneva scope forecast).

• **Dell IOT Center has volunteered to host the spring F2F (in Limerick Ireland).** Opinions are sought and decisions will be made at Phoenix F2F.

• Short discussion about the current state of LF Edge and the Akraino request to join EdgeX at stage 3 was made. A slack channel was set up to queue more discussion. **The community in encouraged to provide Jim and Keith (representatives on TAC and LF Edge board) with opinions.** More discussion to be made at the F2F meeting.